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N-PROLOG: AN EXTENSION OF PROLOG WITH 
HYPOTHETICAL IMPLICATIONS. I. 

D. M. GABBAY * AND U. REYLE** 

D An extension of PROLOG called N-PROLOG is presented. N-PROLOG 
allows hypothetical implications in the clauses. For clauses without implica- 
tion, N-PROLOG acts like PROLOG. Examples are given to show the need 
for N-PROLOG. N-PROLOG is a self-reflecting language; it is equal to its 
own metalanguage. N-PROLOG is more suitable for expressing temporal 
behavior (change in time). Ordinary PROLOG is conceptually weaker than 
N-PROLOG. a 

1. PRACTICAL MOTIVATION FOR HYPOTHETICAL IMPLICATIONS 

In the course of formalizing, in PROLOG, parts of the British Nationality Act, one 
encounters, on several occasions, clauses with hypothetical implications. For exam- 
ple, according to the new Act, a child born in the United Kingdom after December 
31, 1982, does not automatically become entitled to register as a British Citizen. The 
child’s status depends on the status of the parents. If, for example, the father is a 
British citizen, then the child can become (or is) also a British citizen. Furthermore, 
if the father, for example, has a certain type of visa (immigrant visa, without a time 
limit) and some other conditions are satisfied, then, again, the child can become a 
British citizen. 

The exact rules allow for many possibilities and can be beautifully represented in 
PROLOG. 

The Nationality Act does take into account the possibility that, for example, the 
father is dead at the time of birth, but had the father been alive at the time, he would 
have been entitled to register himself as a citizen. In this case the Act allows the 
child to become a citizen, if other conditions are satisfied. 
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Thus this last rule can be formalized as follows: 

X becomes a citizen at time t 

If [X was born in the U.K.] 

and [if father-of-(X) were alive at time t 

then father-of-(X) would be a citizen at time t] 

and [other conditions] 

(1) 

What we have to do to check (l), in practice, is to delete from the database the fact 
that father-of-(X) is dead, add the condition instead that father-of-(X) is alive and 

’ apply the rules for the case of father-of-(X) to see if he is a citizen. 
Formally we have the following structure: 

Dif Cand(A’,A*B) (2) 

The reading of (A’, A j B) as a goal is hypothetical and counterfuctuaf. Namely: the 
goal (A’, A j B) succeeds from the set of clauses _P, according to our counterfactual 
reading, iff when A’ is deleted from _P and A is added to _P as an additional data 
clause (to form _Pl = (_P -A’ + A)) then the goal B succeeds from _Pl. 

Let the notation _P?G = 1 read by definition: 

(_P?G = 1) = Th e goal G succeeds from the data (or programme) _P. (3) 

Then the defining equation for (A’, A * B) is (4) below: 

_P?(A’,A*B)=liff(_P-A’+A)?B=l (4) 

PROLOG can handle directly Eq. (4), using the available operators Add, Delete, and 
Or. 

If the new implication, as represented in PROLOG, is denoted by j , then we 

can write: 

(A’, A * B) = by our definition: 

[Delete A’ and Add A and B and Add A’ and Delete A and cut] Or 
[Add A” and Delete A and FAIL] 

(5) 

(A’, A 3 B) will delete A’ and add A to the database, check the goal B and if 
succeeds will add A’ and delete A and report success,, otherwise will turn to the 
second disjunct, add A’ and delete A and report failure. PROLOG can handle 
directly hypothetical implications only when there are no uninstantiated variables in 
A’, A, and B. Otherwise there are difficulties and the process of unification must be 
modified if we want direct implementation. A PROLOG metalanguage program can 
be written to handle the implication but we think that a proper extension of 
PROLOG is required. We shall.discuss this point further in the section on imple- 
mentation. 

This paper will deal only with the case of hypothetical implication of the form 
(0, A C. B) where nothing is deleted and only A is added. We denote that by A + B. 
The reason we restrict ourselves to “Adding”, is because Deletion is problematic and 
should be studied separately on its own first. There are major differences between 
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Addition and Deletion. First, the notion of Addition is clear-cut and precise. For a 
given database _P, if we want to add the goal G to _P, we simply look at the database 
_P + G. If we want, on the other hand, to delete G, i.e., to have G fail, we cannot just 
take _P -G, since G may not appear explicitly in _P, but simply succeed in a 
computation from 8. It is not clear what to delete from _P to make G fail. A second 
difference is that Addition is essentially monotonic and Deletion is not monotonic. 
In the absence of negation as failure (a notion problematic in itself) Addition 
preserves success of goals while Deletion does not. The logical meaning of this 
difference is that the logic of Addition is sound for classical logic while the logic of 
Deletion is dierent from classical logic. 

It is therefore wise to “figure out” first the logic of Addition of hypotheses 
(namely construct N-PROLOG, as we do in this paper), and then use this new logic 
to study the logic of Deletion, which essentially means the study of logical steps for 

maintaining consistency of databases. 
From now on we shall deal with A + B only, namely, with the query: 

_P?(A + B)=_P+A?B. @*) 

The phrase hypothetical implication shall refer to + of Eq. (4*) and we shall call j 
of Eq. (4) counterfactual implication. 

How abundant is the use of hypothetical implications? So far, we have encoun- 
tered only a few occurrences in the British Nationality Act. Since hypothetical 
implications can be represented in PROLOG itself (through a metalanguage pro- 
gram, as we shall see later in the section on implementation), we may choose to leave 
PROLOG as it is. 

We argue theoretically in favor of N-PROLOG in the next section. Meanwhile let 
us convince ourselves that hypothetical implication is of practical importance, and is 
indeed widely used. 

The formalization of the British Nationality Act is an impressive example of 
PROLOG application and has been widely used by R. Kowalski and his group to 
promote the value and importance of PROLOG. The formalization of the Act 
however, is not one of the more practical possible applications of PROLOG. When 
are we likely to want to use a PROLOG version of the Act? 

Lawyers specializing in immigration and naturalization don’t really need the 
package, because when faced with a client, they know what to ask him. The package 
may remind them of some points which they may have overlooked, but this is not a 
crucial use of the package. Lawyers not specializing in the Act will probably tell the 
client to come next week and meanwhile will consult a colleague. Another possible 
application, stressed by the PROLOG group here, is for the home office to use the 
programming in planning. Planning certainly requires hypothetical implication! But 
this can hardly be called a wide usage. 

There are other laws, however, which lend themselves, like the Nationality Act, to 
PROLOG formalization, such as commercial laws and insurance laws, and some tax 
laws. A PROLOG package in these areas can be more widely used by semispecialist 
individuals who need quick answers to hypothetical planning questions. Such areas 
use hypothetical implication abundantly and they require fast response, especially 
when the use of graphic representation could be a crucial factor in the attractiveness 
of such a package. 
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To give a simple example, suppose I am a trade union official planning a 
demonstration tomorrow. Given the database describing the traffic routes of London, 
I am looking for a junction X such that if X is jammed there will be maximum 
disruption. This is a type of a hypothetical question that I may want to solve on line, 
interacting with a computer, possibly during a strike meeting, possibly with a 
graphic display. The response of the programming must be fast. Even a lo-set delay 
would be found extremely frustrating. 

In the examples we have had so far the database itself can be considered 
“dynamic” in a sense, as the above examples have “dynamic” reading, the same 
being true for the Nationality Act. We claim that further, one may want to make 
hypothetical implications from a completely static database, i.e., a database contain- 
ing an instantaneous state of the world. 

Consider a description in PROLOG of the stress and moments of the beams and 
supports of a three-story building. As seems to be fashionable these days, we may be 
interested in locating one support such that if it is blown up, the entire building will 
collapse. This can be done by putting an additional small weight on each beam and 
checking how the distribution of weights “propagates” through the structure. Here 

again, we use hypothetical implications. Because the data are static, one must use 
some physics to show that indeed the method is sound. We suppose such methods 
can be used in economics to check the effects of price rise on one item, or general 
economic planning. 

2. THEORETICAL MOTIVATION; AMALGAMATING LANGUAGE 

AND METALANGUAGE 

The following is a theoretical motivation for hypothetical implication. Ordinary 
PROLOG uses deduction from a single fixed database. Many applications of 
PROLOG deal with varying databases. Assumptions and rules are deleted, added, or 
modified. There is variation and growth. Moreover, the problem of maintaining 
integrity constraints involves testing for consistency and testing and talking about 
the system’s proof procedures. The above considerations lead Bowen and Kowalski 
[l] to construct a system with the ability to explicitly refer to databases and to 
discuss derivability from these databases. They constructed a system which 
amalgamates an object-level logic system _L with a portion of a metalanguage _M 
suitable for formalizing the derivability relation of the original object language. 

A binary symbol Demo is introduced by Bowen and Kowalski into PROLOG 
such that for all finite databases _P and sentences A if “A” denotes the formula A, 

then: 

_P I- A iff t Demo (“f “, “A “) (1) 
L M 

where _L denotes the language and &4 the metalanguage. 
Bowen and KowaIski note that because object language problems: _P F A can be 

replaced by metalanguage problems: F Demo (“_P”,“A”), the metalanguage can 
replace the object language altogether. However, since many object language prob- 
lems can be solved more naturally and more efficiently in the object language, it is 
desirable to combine the directness of the object language with the power of the 
metalanguage. This the authors achieved by amalgamating _L and _M together with 
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the reflection principles below: 

(4 
I- Demo (“_P “, “A “) 
L!d 

04 
_PFA 

L 

k Demo (“_P “, “A “) 
L!!! 

These reflection principles are understood as communication links between _L 

and _M. 
Of course a truly reflexive language will have _M actually equal to _L, but this is 

logically impossible for the type of languages we are dealing with. We can, however, 
look for a language _L that has counterparts for all the useful metalanguage 
predicates of &4. Among these useful metapredicates is of course the Demo predi- 

cate; the (make x be a) assignment predicate; and possibly others. 
We can expect in such a language _L that Demo is definable in _L itself and that 

_P t- I_G would read as: 

G Succeeds from _P in the computation procedures of _L. 

We are thus led to the true reflection principle for a Demo of the object language _L. 

A goal A L-succeeds from the data _P iff Demo (“_P “, “A “) &succeeds. 

In symbols: 

(3a) 

_P t- A iff t Demo (“_P “, “A “) 
L L 

In N-PROLOG we have the hypothetical implication -+ . This implication can be 
used to define an N-PROLOG Demo predicate, (which we can denote by NDemo 

(“2 “,“A”)) in the language N-PROLOG itself. The definition is more or less the 

following: 

NDemo (“_P “, “A “) is taken in N-PROLOG to be: r\_P + A (3c) 

where A_P is the conjunction of all the clauses of _P. 
(3~) is not a precise definition. We have to worry about free variables and we are 

unable to give an exact definition in this motivating introductory section, before 
having the exact definitions of the process of computation of N-PROLOG with 
quantifiers. 

We continue below to give the reader a feel of what kinds of problems are 
involved, in the search for an NDemo predicate. 

Let us return to PROLOG itself and see what is needed to incorporate a Demo 
predicate in the language. 

The exact implementation of the computation of Demo (“_P”, “A”) in ordinary 
PROLOG requires a full description of the process of unification in the meta- 
language, in this case PROLOG itself. Still, this is not sufficient. Consider example 
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El below: 

Example El. Consider the following _P and A: 

_p 4 

John is wealthy. y is nasty 
x is nasty if x is wealthy. 

We can ask the goal. 

(a) Demo (“f(x)“, “A(y)“) 

With x free in _P and y free in the goal. 
To solve the query (a) one needs do no more than let Demo simulate the 

unification of ordinary PROLOG. 
The logical meaning of the success of query (a) is: 

(a*) vx_P(x) L gYA(Y) 

or equivalently: 

k 3~ (Vx_P(x)-,A(y)). 

or equivalently: 

t- 3~ 3x (f(x) *A(Y)). 

In logic, we are perfectly comfortable in asking x to be equal to y, i.e., asking for: 

(b) 3x (A’(x)++)) 

In terms of the database _P and goal A we are looking for a constant x0 such that 
the goal on the right-hand side below succeeds from the data on the left-hand side 

below: 

P A 

John is wealthy x0 is nasty 
x0 is nasty if x0 is wealthy 

The PROLOG Demo cannot express the above. (c) below, in PROLOG, still reads: 

VxF’(x)HxA(x) 

(c) Demo (“f(x)“, “A(x)“) 

The meaning of (b) is obvious and intuitive. We want to find a substitution 8 such 
that x0 = ye and such that A( y)d succeeds from _P(x)B! This ends example El. 

Having a Demo in one’s language presents further questions. How strong is one’s 
amalgamation of language and metalanguage? Naturally we expect to write (4) 
below and use it like a clause. 

E A Demo (“A “, “B “) -+ C (4) 

(4) is an acceptable clause. What does (4) mean? If (4) is acceptable, then using the 
reflection principle what should we get? 

E.(.,B)+C (4a) 
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This looks like we are allowing full clauses as assumptions in the body of other 

clauses. 
If indeed we can do that, do we then expect (5) to hold? 

A A Demo (“A”, “B “) + B? (5) 

In N-PROLOG, NDemo (“A”, “B “) is essentially A -+ B and hence all the above 
propositions hold. 

This serves as a theoretical argument in favor of a direct implementation of 

N-PROLOG. We’ll thus get a directly implemented Demo predicate. The exact 
definition of the computation of N-PROLOG is given in Section 4. We can give here 

the logical meaning of success in N-PROLOG computation. In N-PROLOG a 
database _P can contain clauses with two types of variables: universal variables such 
as x in _P which we can denote schematically as Vx _P( x, y) and existential variables 
such as y in _P which we can write as Vx _P(x, v), without the universal Vy in front). 

The goal G(z, y) may not contain the universal quantifier, i.e., it contains 
variables from among the existential variables of &’ and some new variables of its 
own. 

The computation of N-PROLOG is defined in such a way that successful 
computation of the goal G(z, y) from the database Vx _P(x, y) means logically 

k 3~ 3~ [‘dx _P(x, Y) + G(z, y)l. 
This requires a proper extension of PROLOG. The example E2 below shows why 

a clause may arise in the database with an existential variable y in it. 

Example E2. Consider the clauses: 

(a) X lives in St. John’s Wood if 
X is vain 

and 
X is wealthy 

(b) X is wealthy if best-friend-of X is wealthy. 
(c) Best-friend-of John is vain. 

Consider the goal 

(d) 3X [X is wealthy + X lives in St. John’s Wood] 

The hypothetical reading of this goal is: 

Find an X such that if the assumption “X is wealthy” is added to the data then the 
goal “X lives at St. John’s Wood” will succeeds. 

PROLOG cannot handle this reading using unification. If we add “X is wealthy” to 
the database, using the Add command, we are actually adding VX (X is wealthy). 
The only way to check goal (d) in PROLOG is to instantiate, i.e., go through all the 
names in the database. In other words we have to check the successive goals. 

(di) [ ai is wealthy + ai lives in St. John’s Wood], 

with all the names ai of the database. This is not the best way (or correct way) of 
doing it, because of the function symbols (e.g., Best-friend-of X) will have to be 
iterated to infinity (that is why we put clause (b) in this example). 
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What we want to do is some form of unification. We want to add: 

(e) S is wealthy 

to the data base, and check the goal. 

(f) Y lives in St. John’s Wood. 

And we want to link any instantiation of the variable Y to that of S, so that 
whatever we unify with Y, we also unify with S. Here is how we may proceed in this 
example. From (a) we set as subgoals: 

(g) Y is vain and Y is wealthy. 

For Y is vain to succeed we take 

Y = best-friend-of John 

Because of the link with the variable S we must substitute in rule (e) 

S = best-friend-of John, 

Thus we continue now the computation with (e*) replacing (e), where (e*) is: 

(e* ) Best-friend-of John is wealthy. 

Note that the database now contains (e*) and not (e). “Y is wealthy” also succeeds 
for this choice of Y and so the goal (d) succeeds for the substitution Y = best-friend-of 

John. 
The linkage between Y and S cannot be executed directly in PROLOG, and the 

unification process may have to be modified, by taking account of linking variables, 
or by some other means. (See the section on implementation.) Note that the linking 
of S and Y as described above means logically that we are trying to show by 
computation the logical relation: 

I- 3y { [ti_x (x is vain and x is wealthy 

+ x lives in St. John’s wood) 
A Vx (best-friend-of x is wealthy + x is wealthy) 

A (best-friend-of John is vain) A ( y is wealthy)] 

-+ ( y lives in St. John’s wood)}. 

We summarize the points in favor of N-PROLOG: 

1. Hypothetical implications are abundant and PROLOG cannot handle them in 
a natural way. 

2. N-PROLOG extends PROLOG but agrees with PROLOG both logically and 
in the implementation. Thus any use of N-PROLOG without hypothetical 
implications will run exactly the same way as ordinary PROLOG. Nonhypo- 
thetical implication, i.e., truth functional implication A 1 B, which is usually 
translated as 7 (A A ,B), is equally abundant and can still be represented in 
N-PROLOG using negation as failure the same way as in ordinary PROLOG. 

3. N-PROLOG can define its own NDemo predicate, and make assignment to its 
variables. See Section 6. 

4. The procedural power of N-PROLOG is a lot higher than PROLOG, more 
than it seems at first glance. It can represent temporal (time) behavior; it can 
give names to the clauses of the database and control the execution of the 
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computation by logical means and thus does logically many of the functions of 
the Cur of ordinary PROLOG (see Section 6). 

It is not clear yet what price (efficiency) one pays for having this new implication. 
It is certainly more efficient when implemented directly, rather than as a program in 
ordinary PROLOG. 

3. N-PROLOG FOR THE PROPOSITIONAL CASE 

Our plan is as follows: 

(a) We introduce N-PROLOG for the propositional language with A, - . 
(b) We prove soundness relative to positive classical logic. 
(c) We introduce the notion of negation as failure in N-PROLOG in the same 

way it is introduced in ordinary PROLOG. Namely: _P?,G = 1 is defined to 
read: _P?G fails finitely, i.e ., ,G succeeds if G finitely fails. 

If negation as failure is introduced in this manner into N-PROLOG, it will agree 
with the negation as failure of ordinary PROLOG for the sublanguage without -+ . 

DeJinition DI. An N-clause is defined inductively as follows: 

(a) A is an N-clause if A is a positive atom. 
(b) If Al,. . . , An are N-clauses and B is a positive atom then 

(Al) A ... A (An) -+ B is an N-clause. 

De$nition 02. 

(a) A N-database is a set of N-clauses. 
(b) Any conjunction of N-clauses is an N-goal. 

DeJXtion 03. In the case of propositional clauses, the following rules are sufficient 
for computation with N-clauses. 

Rule for conjunctions: 

_P?A1 A . . . A An succeeds iff _P?Ai succeeds for each i. 

Rule for implications: _P?( A + B) succeeds iff _P + A?B succeeds where _P + A is to 
be understood as adding each N-clause conjunct of A separately to _P. 

Rule for atoms: For q atomic we have: 

_P?q succeeds iff either (a) or (b) : 

(a) qE_P 
(b) For some clause Cl A ... r\Ck-+q in _P, we have that _p?(Cl A ... r\C’k) 

succeeds. 

DeJnition 04. (finite failure) 
(a) _P?Al A . . . A An finitely fails if for some i, _P?Ai finitely fails. 
(b) _P?(A + B) finitely fails if _P +A?B finitely fails. 
(c) _P?q, for q atomic, finitely fails if either q is not the head of any clause in _P, 

or for all clauses B --j q in _P, _P?B finitely fails. 
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Example El. 

(4 kvP4 

loops. 

(b) {a,(a+q)+q)% 

loops. 

(c) (1) (b+a)+b 

(2) b --) a 1 
?a 

succeeds, but the computation must use the (b -+ a) twice! 

(d) {(a+q)-+a)?a 

finitely fails. 
However, note that 

(a-+q)+aka 

in classical logic. 

DeJnition DS. Let _PO be an N-PROLOG database and let GO be an N-PROLOG 
goal. A quadruple (T, I , 0, V) is said to be a successful computation tree of the 
goal 

I; 

(c) 

(d) 
(e) 

(f) 

(g) 
(gl) 
W) 

(h) 

GO from _PO if the following conditions hold: 

(T, I , 0) is a finite tree with root 0 (i.e., 0 I t, for all t E T). 
I is the reflexive and transitive relation of the tree, with 15 s meaning t is 
equal or below s in the tree. 
V is a labeling function on T. For each t E T, V(t) is a pair (_P, G), where _P 
is a database and G is a goal. 
V(0) = (_PO, GO). 
If V(t)=(_P,G) and G=Al A .*. A An, with Ai clauses, then the node t 
has exactly n immediate successors in the tree, say, tl, . . . , tn with V( ti) = 

(2, Ai). 
If V(t) = (8, G) and G = A -+ B, then t has exactly one immediate successor 
in the tree, say s, with V(S) = (_P +A, B). 
If V(t) = (f, q), with q atomic, then exactly one of the following holds. 
t has no immediate successors and q E _P. 
t has exactly one immediate successor s in the tree with V(S) = (_P, A) and 
with (A -4)E-P. 
Note that it is possible in case g2 that q E_P. Nevertheless the computation 
goes through A + q. Further note that the databases involved need not be 
finite. In a successful computation tree only a finite number of clauses from 
the database will be used. 

Lemma LZ. Let (T, I ,O, V) be a successful computation tree of V(0) = (_PO, GO). 
Let _P* be a database. Let V* be the function defined by V*(t) = (_P u_P*, G) if 
V(t) = (_P, G), then (T, I ,O, V*) is a successful computation tree of GO from 

_po u _p*. 

PROOF. Observe that definition D5 still holds for the new tree. Specially note 
remark (h) in definition D5. 0 
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Let us just hint in this section that it would be interesting to examine the role 
which negation as failure can play here. What is the logical status of failure in this 
kind of a system? For example what happens if we add the symbol -, to our 
language, allow 7A to appear in the body of clauses (as in ordinary PROLOG), and 
read: 

Rule for negation as failure: 

_P?, A succeeds iff _P?A finitely fails. 

We will investigate negation as failure in a continuation paper, where we study the 
logical foundations of N-PROLOG. We will show that we cannot define a notion of 
N-Comp (to parallel Comp of Clark’s negation as failure paper) and prove a theorem 
of the form: 

_P?,G = 1 iff N-Comp _P F ,G. 

Example El(d) above shows a goal that finitely fails but is still provable from the 
database in classical logic. So its negation cannot be provable from N-Comp. 

Example E2. Note that since 

(a+b)A(,a-tb)+b 

should be an acceptable N-clause, perhaps one may be able to postulate conditions 
on the negation via the above. Do we get a classical consistent workable system with 
negation as failure or does it lead to contradictions? We shall return to these 
questions in the section on negation, in Part II of this paper. 

Before we go on to the next section, we have to say a few words about 
disjunction. There is a well-known definition of a V b in terms of + in classical 
logic. Namely: 

avbisdefinedas((a+b)+b)orequivalentlyas(b+a)-+a 

The right-hand side is an acceptable N-clause. It cannot however be used as a 
working disjunction because our understanding of -+ is not as strong as that of 
classical logic. To put disjunction in, we must allow a V b into the database. 

We can also see that ((a + b) + b) cannot function as disjunction because our 
computation rules are not strong enough to make the goal ((A ---) B) --*A) -+ A 
succeed as we have seen in example El(d) of this section and this goal is the 
disjunction axiom A V (A + B). 

We have now introduced the computation rules of N-PROLOG for the case with 
A and +. Our computation rules were introduced in definition D3. Let us check 
the logical properties of N-PROLOG. 

First we check the expressive power of N-clauses. Our aim is to show that any wff 
A, built up arbitrarily from atoms using A and -9 is equivalent to a conjunction 
r(A) of N-clauses. We show this by induction on A. 

DeJnition 06. Define a function r as follows. For each A, ‘(A) is a conjunction of 
N-clauses. 

(a) r(q) = q, q atomic. 
(b) ‘(A A B)=r(A)~r(B). 
(c) Assume ‘(A) = A Ai 

‘(B)= A(&-+ qj), 
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where Ai are N-clauses, Bj are conjunctions of N-clauses, and qj are atoms. Bj 
may not appear in r(B), in which case the N-clause Bj + qj is just qj. Let 

‘(A-+B)= r\j(Bjr\ r\iAi+qj). 

We shall see later that in a suitable logic (and certainly in classical logic) we have 
I- A *‘(A). We have defined N-PROLOG in this section and we would like to 
check its soundness, i.e., to check whether 

(a) A E _P implies _P?A = 1 
(b) _P?A = 1 implies _P t- A, 

where F means provable in positive classical logic. This we shall do later but first 
let us get familiar with positive classical logic. It plays an important role in our 
N-PROLOG. 

Definition 07. Consider the following axiom schemata: 

(nl) A+(B-A) 

(n2) [A-+(B-+C)]-[(A+B)-+(A-C)] 
(n3) Ar\B+A 

AAB-+B 

(n4) A-+(B-,AAB) 

(n5) ((A + B) + A) + A (Pierce’s law) 

Let C be the logical propositional system obtained by taking wffs (nl)-(n5) 
above as axiom schemata and the rule of modus ponens, MP, as inference rule, 
where 

MP 
A, A-B 

B ’ 

then C is the positive classical propositional logic (without negation). C is part of 
the logic we know as classical logic and all the theorems of C are exactly all the 
truth-functional tautologies without negation. Axioms (nl) and (n2) together with 
modus ponens are known to be sufficient to ensure the deduction theorem, see [3]. 

The deduction theorem for C: 

_Pk(A+B)iff_P+Al-B 

The rest of the axioms, (n3) and (n4), ensure the following for C. 

The conjunction theorem: 

_PFAABiff_Pl-Aand_PFB 

Axiom (n5) is the additional axiom that characterizes classical implication, known 
as Pierce’s law. It allows one to define disjunction in C, namely 

avbisdefinedinCas:(a+b)+b 

and prove that V is indeed disjunction. The axiom (n5) says (when expressed 
using V) 

(n5) (a+b)va 
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Turning back to ‘(A), defined at the beginning of the section, one can prove 
Lemma 2. 

Lemma L2 

F-A -‘(A) 

PROOF. By induction on A and the definition of ‘(A). In fact we can use only axioms 
(nl) . . . (n4) to prove the equivalence. Cl 

We are now in a position to show the soundness of our N-PROLOG rules of 
definition D3. 

Theorem TI. For any databases _P, _P’ and query A we have: 

(a) &‘?A=lifAE_P. 

(b) _P?A = 1 and _P C _P’ implies _P’?A = 1. 

PROOF. (a) By induction on A. Assume A E _P 

(al) If A = q, q atomic, then clearly _P?q = 1. 

(a2) If A = (Al A . . . A An - q) then _P?A = 1 if, by definition, (_P +A1 
+ . . . +An)?q = 1. Since A E _P, we unify with A and get that the above 
holds if for all i, (_P +A1 + . . . +An)?Ai = 1. However, this holds by the 

induction hypothesis. 
(b) Follows from Lemma Ll. 

We want to show now that N-PROLOG is sound and complete and is a true 
extension of ordinary PROLOG. 

Theorem T2. Let _P be a database of Horn-clauses and let q be atomic. Then: _P?q 

succeeds in ordinary PROLOG iff _P?q succeeds in N-PROLOG. 

PROOF. The N-PROLOG computation is the same as the PROLOG for goals of the 
form A qi, qi atoms, and databases of Horn clauses. 0 

Theorem T3 (Soundness theorem) For any database _P and any query A we have: 

_P~Aiff?A=l 

PROOF. By induction on the successful computation tree of A from _P. Let 
(T, 5 ,O, V) be a successful computation tree with V(0) = (_P, A). We show by 
induction on the structure of the tree that for each t E T, 

(*) 
If V(t)=(E(t),G(t)),then_P(t)t-G(t). 

First notice that for all the end points s of the tree, case (gl) of definition D5 holds 
and hence E(s) I- G(s). Second we show that if condition (*) above holds for all the 
immediate successors of s then it holds for s itself. We have to check three cases, 
corresponding to cases (e), (f), and (g2) of definition D5. 

(e) If _P + Al,. . . , _P I- An then certainly _P I- /\Ai. 
(f) If_P+A+B then_PkA+B. 
(g2) If _P t Ai for i = 1,. . . , n and /\Ai -+ q E _P then _P k q. 

This concludes the proof of theorem T3. 0 
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The following theorem can be proved. We postpone the proof to Part II of this 
paper as it is long and distracting. 

Theorem T4 (Completeness theorem) Let I be the logical system defined by axioms 
(nl) - (n4) and the rule of modus ponens #J’. Then for any _P and A: 

_P E A in I if and only if P?A = 1 

A key lemma in the proof of the theorem T4 is the following: 

Lemma L3. For any _P and A and B we have: 

f?A = 1 and _P + A?B = 1 imply _P?B = 1. 

4. QN-PROLOG; N-PROLOG WITH QUANTIFIERS 

We start with a note on notation. Consider a fragment of predicate logic with the 
atomic wffs, variables, and constants and the connectives A, - and the universal 
quantifier V. 

In this fragment we can write formulas of the form: 

(a> [vx-P(x, r> + Q(Y, z>l -+ Q(x, x> 
or the form 

The formula in (4a) has an undesirable feature. The variable x appears both bound 
and free. We can correct this by agreeing to use a special type of variables for the 
quantifiers, say ul, ~2,. . . for bound variables and x, y, z for free variables. Thus 
(4a) becomes: 

(a*> [vu_P(u, Y) + Q(Y, z>l -j Q(x, x>. 
Formula (4b) has an advantage over formula (4a*). We can eliminate the occurrence 
of V by convention, Since Vu is outside the formula altogether, we can write: 

(b*) _P(u, Y) + Q(uy Y) 

and use the convention that any u variable is to be read as a universal quantifier on 
the outside. This is indeed the reading of clauses in PROLOG, when they appear in 
the database. We separate the u variables from the x, y, z variables because in 
QN-PROLOG, some variables are existential. Our QN-PROLOG convention for 
reading (4b*) will be essentially (but not exactly): 

The wff (4a*) will not occur in QN-PROLOG, as we will not allow quantification in 
inner parts of clauses. Given a database of QN-PROLOG, which we describe 
schematically as _P( U, y), and a goal that we write schematically as G(y, z) (goals 
are not allowed to contain universal variables u), we understand (logically) the 

claim: 

“G succeeds from _P ” 
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as saying: 

E 3~ 32 (VQ(u, Y) -+ G(Y, z>> 

The notions above will become clearer and precise through the definitions below. 

~e~n~~~~n DI : 
(a) We consider a fragment of the predicate calculus with the following 

components. 

(al) The connectives A, -+ , and the quantifiers V and 3. 
(a2) Atomic formulas of arbitrary number of places. 
(a3) Function symbols of arbitrary number of places including constants like a, b 

that are O-place function symbols. 
(a4) We have two types of variables. 

VARl={u,ul,u2,u3 ,... }, 

which is a set of variables used as bound variables with the universal quantifier, 

and 

VAR2={x,xl,x2 ,... y,yl,y2 . . . . } 

a set of free variables, which can also be existentially bound variables. 

(b) A term is any expression built up from constants and elements of VAR2 
using function symbols. Thus the inductive definition for a term is: 

(bl) Any O-place function symbol is a term. 
(b2) Any variable in VAR2 is a term. 

(b3) If (fm) is an m-place function symbol and tl, . . . , tm are m terms then (fm) 
(tl, _ . . , tm) is a term. Notice that this is the usual notion of a term except 
that no element u E VARl is allowed in terms. 

(c) Any function _D with domain VARl and range the set of terms is an 
assignment for VARl. Similarly any function B with domain VAR2 and range the 
set of terms is an assignment for VAR2. Thus the letter _D is used for u-type 
variable assignment and the letter 19 is used for x, y type of variable assignment. 

(d) Formulas are built up from the atoms and terms in the usual manner. We 
have the following restriction on the use of variables in quantification of for- 
mulas. 

(dl) The universal quantifier can only be used to bind variables u E VARl. 
(d2) The existential quantifier can only be used to bind variables x, y E VAR2. 
(d3) If the variables ui E VARl appears in a wff A( ui) unquantified, the formula 

A(ui) is understood as tlui A(k). Thus no formula can really contain a 
variable u E VARl “free” in the “logical” sense. It may contain u as “not 
quantified” in the syntactical sense. 

Thus in f(u), u is unquantified “syntactically” but is universally quantified 
“logically”. This is the same situation we have in ordinary PROLOG, where all 
“free” variables are read universally. 

(e) Let &,8 be two assignments and let A be a wff. We let A&, AB, A&f?, ,400 
denote the wff obtained from A by simultaneously performing the indicated 
substitutions in the indicated order on the syntactically unquantified variables. 
Thus for example if 

A is_P(u,y) 
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and 

&)=a,8(y)=b 

then 

AD=_P(u,JJ) 

AO=_P(u,b) 

AB_D=A@8=f(a,b). 

Since _P( U, y) is read logically as VU _P( U, y), _D just makes u = a, i.e., _D “uses” 
the universal rule VU _P( U, y) for the case a. A0 turns A into &‘( U, b) (logically 
into VU _P( U, b)) and logically 0 instantiates the “free” y to be y = b. 

Example El. To explain the way we think of the variable y, consider an ordinary 
PROLOG database with Q, R atomic and the data 

(I) Q(w) 

(2) R(ytb) 
The goal Q(z, z) succeeds because we can unify with (1) and get z = y = a. However, 
y is not universal, but an unspeci’ed constant. We can specify y = a in (1) but that 
makes the database now: 

(I*) Q(a, a) 

(2*) R(a, b) 
and hence the goal R( z, z) fails from the new database. Thus Q( z, z) A R( z, z) fails. 
This happens since we read the solution as 3z 3y(Q(a, y) A R( y, b) -+ Q(z, z) A 

R(z, 2)). 

Definition 02. A QN-clause is defined inductively as follows: 

(a) B is a QN-clause if B is an atomic formula. 
(b) If Al,..., An are QN-clauses and B is an atomic formula then Al 

A . . . r\An + B is a QN-clause. 
(c) A QN-goal is any conjunction of QN-clauses. 
(d) A QN-database is any set of QN-clauses. 

Definition 03. We want to define a notion. The list of queries (goals) 
[_Pl?Gl ,. . . , _Pn?Gn] jointly succeeds, where fi is a database and Gi is a goal 
intended to succeed from fi. The words “jointly succeeds” mean that we expect 
the same substitution 0 for the shared variables to make the goals succeed. We 
define the notion above by giving computation rules that reduce the list of goals 
to the empty list. The empty list always jointly succeeds. 

We need this definition because we must allow to query a conjunction of goals. 
For example we may have the goal: 

To succeed, we have to show that _P?( A(x) + B(x)) succeeds and _P? (C(x) --, D(x)) 
succeeds both for the same x. In other words we need to show that the following 
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“jointly succeeds”: 

[_P+A(x)?B(x),_P+C(x)?D(x)]. 

(a) RULES FOR CONJUNCTIONS 

[ _Pl?Gl ,...,_Pn?Gn] 

jointly succeeds if 

Gi = Al A , . . . , A Am and the list of queries 

[ _Pl?Gl ,..., _P(i-l)?G(i-l),_Pi?Al,..., 

_Pi?Am,_P(i+ l)?G(i+ l),...,Pn?Gn] 

jointly succeeds. 

(b) RULE FOR IMPLICATION. [_Pl?Gl, . . . , _Pn?Gn] jointly succeeds if Gi = ( A Aj --$ Q) 

and the queries [_Pl?Gl, . . ., _P(i - l)?G(i - l),(_Pi + Al,. . . , +Am)?Q, _P(i + l)?G 

(i+ l),..., Pn?Gn] jointly succeeds. - 

(c) FIRST RULE FOR ATOMS. [_Pl?Gl,...,_ Pn?Gn] jointly succeeds if Gi is an atomic Q 
and for some substitution 8 for the existential variables there exists a clause B in _Pi 

of the form Q*( U, u’, x, x’) and a substitution _D for all the universal variables of Q* 
such that 

Q*@ = QO 

and the goals 

[(_PlO?GlB)..._P(i-l)B?G(i-1)B 

_P(i+ l)B?G(i+ l)e..._Pnt3?Gn8] 

jointly succeeds. 

(d) SECOND RULE FOR ATOMS. [_Pl?Gl,. . . ,_Pn?Gn] jointly succeeds if Q is atomic 
and for some clause B of the form (A Bj + Q*) E Pi and some substitutions B 
and _D as above, Q*tYD = Qf3, and the goals [_plO?GU?,. ..,P(i - l)e?G(i - l), 

_pitI?BltU, Pif3?B28_0,. . . , _PiB?BmB_D, _P(i + l)tI?G(i + l)tI, . . . , _PnB?GnB] jointly 
succeeds. 

(e) RULE FOR THE EMPTY GOAL. If [ ] is empty we say [ ] jointly succeeds. 

(f) We use the following terminology when we talk about the computation 
process: Let L be a list of queries and let L’ be obtained from _L by the application 
of one of the computation rules above. Then we say that _L is reduced to _L’ by 
applying the rule for conj’unction or respective implication or first rule for atoms or 
second rule for atoms to the query _Pi?Gi of the list _L. The query _Pi?Gi is the ancestor 
and the queries that replace the ancestor in the list L’ are the descendents. 

Example E2. Consider the following database: 

(dl) A person is neurotic if he is greatly disturbed when one of his friends 
criticises him. 

(d2) Mary gets disturbed when Sally criticises her. 
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(d3) Sally criticises everyone. 
(d4) A person is a bad friend if there is someone such that if this person were her 

friend then she would be a neurotic. 
The goal is: 

(gl) Someone is a bad friend. 

The clauses in symbols: 

(dl) [F(ul,u)r\CR(ul,u)~D(u)] -N(u) 

(d2) C&r, m) --* D(m) 

(d3) CR(s, u) 

(d4) [F(u,ul)+N(ul)] -B(u) 

The goal is: 

(gl) B(Y) 

The following are the steps in the computation of (gl) from { (dl), . . . , (d4)). 

Step I. Let 41 be the substitution _Dl(u) = y and _Dl(ul) = x, where x is an 
arbitrary existential variable. We unify with clause (d4) and get the new goal (g2). 

(g2) F(Y, x) -N(x) 

Step 2. We add the antecedent of (g2) to the database as clause (d5). 

(d5) F(Y,x) 

and try to solve the new goal (g3): 

(g3) N(x) 

(83) must succeed from the database { (dl) , . . . , (d5) } . 

Step 3. Let _02 be the substitution with _D2(u) = x and ZJ2(ul) = z, z is a new 
existential variable, and 8 is the identity. We unify with clause (dl) and get the new 

goal (g4). 

(g4) F(z,x)ACR(G+~(~) 

Step 4. We add the clauses (d6) and (d7) to the database where 

(d6) F(z, x> 

(d7) CR(z, x> 

and try to solve the new goal (g5) from the database { (dl), . . . , (d7)). 

(g5) D(x) 

Step 5. We let 81 be such @l(x) = m and unify with clause (d2). We must solve 
the goal (g6) below from the database 

{(d1)81,...,(d7)81} 

(g6) CR(s, m) 
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Step 6. Let _03 be the substitution with _03( U) = m and unify with clause (d3). 

The computation succeeds. 

Definition D4 below defines the sequence of databases and goals and substitu- 
tions of the goals from the databases through all it stages by following (tracing) the 
application of the computation rules one by one. We need the notion of the trace of 
a computation to prove the soundness of our rules. 

DeJinition 04 
(a) Let TR be a sequence of the form {(Li, G(j, i), B( j, i), _Oi, Oi), i = 

1,. . . , m.} TR is called a trace of a QN-PROLOG computation from the query 
list _Li to the query list _Lm if and only if the following conditions are satisfied. 

(al) Each Li is a list of queries of the form: 

_Li = [_P(l, i)?G(l, i) ,..., f(j,i)?G(j,i) ,..., 

_P(k(i),i)?G(k(i),i)] of length k(i). 

(a2) For each i, the list of queries _Li is reduced to the list of queries _L(i + 1) by 
applying a rule from definition D3 to the query _P( j, i)?G( j, i). 

(a3) In case i = 1 or i = m or in case _Li is reduced to _L(i + 1) via the application 
of the conjunction or implication rules, B( j, i) is truth and _Oi and 8i are 
the identity substitutions. 

(a4) In case Li is reduced to _L(i + 1) via the first or second rules for atoms, (i.e., 
G( j, i) is atomic), then B( j, i) is the clause from _P( j, i) involved in the use 
of the rule for atoms and _Oi and 8i are the substitutions involved. 

(b) A trace TR of a successful computation of a list L is a trace of a 
computation of _L to the empty list. 

Definition D5 below intends to take the trace of a successful computation, that 
yields a final successful substitution 8, and turn this computation into a proposi- 
tional computation. This is done by substituting 8 first in all the clauses of the 
database and in the goal, and then continuing to compute propositionally the new 
goal (the result of the substitution in the goal) from the new database (the result 
of the substitution 8 in the database and further substitutions for the universal 
variables VARl of the database). 

Definition D5 

(e) 

Let TR=(Li,G(j,i),B(j,i),Di,di,i=l,...,m) be a trace of a successful 
computation of _Ll. (This implies that _Lm is the empty list.) 
For each i, let Bi* be the composition of the substitutions flie( i + 1). . . em. 

For each i, let B( j, i)* be the formula B( j, i)Oi*_Oi. 
For each query _P( j, i)?G( j, i) from _Li, let _P(j, i)* = { AOi*_OiA is a clause 
in _P( j, i) and @ is any substitution for VARl}. The set _P( j, i)* is infinite, 
and is comprised of all the substitution instances of _P( j, i)Oi*. It is logically 
implied by the universal closure of _P( j, i)Oi*. 

Let G( j, i)* be G( j, i)6i*. 
Let _Li* be the set of queries {_P( j, i)*?G( j, i)*i j = 1,. , k(i)}. 
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Dejinition 06. Let _P?G be a query in QN-PROLOG. The propositional-freeze of 
_P?G is the same query where all the variables of VARl and VAR2 are regarded 
as constant names. In the propositional freeze of _P?G, unification must be 
performed without substitutions, since all variables are regarded as constants. 
Thus, for example, Q(u) does not unify with Q(a) or Q(x) but only with itself. 

The next theorem essentially says the following. Suppose a goal G succeeds from 
a database _P in QN-PROLOG. Then we know that the intended meaning of this 
success is that for some 8, (universal closure of _Pe) t GfI or in symbols: 

(Vui)_PB t- GO. 

Thus if we replace (Vui)_Pa by all possible substitutions instances of El9 with terms 
for the variables ui, then we can get essentially a set equivalent to (Vui)_PB, and thus 
a set that can prove GB. 

Thus if we let: 

_P* = { Ae_OiA E _P, _D an arbitrary assignment for VARl} 

then we can expect that _P* F G8. 
Theorem Tl below says that if _P?G succeeds then for some 8, _P*?Ge succeeds in 

propositional N-PROLOG. This is intuitively obvious and once proved, will also 
yield the soundness of QN-PROLOG, since propositional N-PROLOG was shown 
to be sound in the previous section. 

The proof of theorem Tl is awkward and long, because we have to worry about 
the various substitutions involved. 

Theorem Tl. Let TR be a trace of a successful computation of Ll, as in definition 
D5(a). Let _Ll* be the associated set of queries as defined% D5(e). Then in 
propositional N-PROLOG, the propositional freeze of the queries in Ll* all 

succeed. 

PROOF. By induction on the length m of the trace TR. 

Case m = 2. This can happen only if _Ll is a list that succeeds after one 
application of the first rule for atoms. The query is then for some (_P?Q) and for 
some Q” E _P and for some _Ol and 81 we have: Q”el_Ol = Qel. In this case _Ll* is 

{ { Q”f3l*BiD arbitrary}?Qel*} that succeeds for the following reasons: 

The goal now is Qel*, which we must show succeeds. It is the same clause as: 

(Qei)(e2e3...em). 

We know that Q”01_01 = Qel, and hence (Q”0l~l)(r3203 . . .0m) = Qel*. If we 
show that pei_oie2.. . th is in _P* 2 { Q”r31DlD arbitrary} then we know that the 
goal succeeds. To show that we take _02 = _Ole2.. . th 

Q”el_o2 = eel* 

and Q”t91_02 is in _P*. Hence the goal succeeds. 

Case m 2 2. In this case all the queries in L2* succeed in propositional N-PRO- 
LOG. We prove that all the queries in _Ll* succeed by investigating the connection 
between _Ll* and _L2*. 
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(a) &l is reduced to _L2 via the application of the rules for conjunction or 

implication. In this case if the ancestor query on which the rule is applied is _P?G, 
then either G=A+B or G=Alr\ ... r\An and clearly G*=A*-+B* or G*= 
Al* A . . . A An*, respectively, where the * substitution is as defined in D5(d). 

Clearly L2* is the same as _Ll* except that f*?(A* -+ B*) in Ll* is replaced by 
(_P +A)*?B* in L2*, which equals _P* + A*?B*, since A, B do not contain variables 
from VARl. 

In the case of conjunctions we have that _P*?( AAi)* in _Ll* is replaced by 
{ _P*?Ai*} in L2*. In either case, if all queries of _L2* succeed, then certainly all 
queries of _Ll* succeed. 

(b) L1 is reduced to L2 via the application of the first rule for atoms. In this case, 
for some atom Q, _P(j, i)?Q is in the list _Ll and there exist substitutions @l and 81 
and some atom B(j, 1) E _P(j, 1) such that B( j, 1)81_01 = QSl. 

By the definition of _Ll*, B( j, 1)81_01 E _P( j, l)* and Q* = Q01. Hence, clearly 
&‘( j, l)*?Q* succeeds in N-PROLOG. The other queries of _Ll* also succeeds since 

_L2 is the same as _Ll except that the query _P(j, l)?Q is omitted from L2. 
(c) &1 is reduced to _L2 via the application of the second rule for atoms. Thus, for 

some atom Q, P?Q is in the list _Ll and for some B = A Bj + Q” from _P and some 
81 and _Ol we have Q”elDl = QSl and _P?Q in _Ll is replaced by _P8l?B$l_Ol, j = 
1 . . . . 

In Ll* the query to succeed is: 

(cl) : f*?Qel* 

where: 

_P* = { Ael*_DiA E_P,_D arbitrary}. 

By the induction hypothesis for _L2 *, the following queries succeed: 

(c2j): [fel]*wjel_ol(e2*). 

[fell* is, by definition D5(d), the set below: 

(_P81)* = { A(e2*)_DIA Efel and _D arbitrary} 

Since (el*) = (&)( 02*) we get that: 

[_P81]* = { A(el*)_UiA E_P and _D arbitrary} 

We thus get that: 

(~3) (feq* = f* 

Hence we are given by the induction hypothesis that 

f*?Bjel_ol(e2*), j= 1,2... 

all succeed. 
First notice that since the _D substitution affects the variables from VARl only 

and the B substitutions affect the variables from VAR2 only, we can have _02 = 
_01(82*) as a substitution for VARl only and apply (82*) to VAR2 separately and 
thus have: 

(c4) el_oi( e2*) = el(e2*)_o2 
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Since 81( 82*) = 81*, we have that the following goals succeed by the induction 
hypothesis: 

(c5j) P*?B’( 81*)_02 succeeds. 

We want to show now that _P*?QtYl*, succeeds, on the basis of (c5j). 
Let us show that indeed this is the case. We know that B = A Bj + Q” E _P and 

that Q”Sl_Ol = Q01. Hence, Q’Yl_ol(e2*) = Qel(82*), i.e., Q”81_ol(i92*) = QSl*. 
We thus found that by (~4) that 

(~6) Q”el*_02 = Qel*. 

Consider (A Bj + Q”)Ol*_02. This clause is in _P* by the definition of _P*, thus we 

have in _P* the clause A Bjl91*_02 + Q”01*_02 and we have that 

Q”el*_02 = eel*. 

The above shows, with (c5j), that _P*?Qel* succeeds. The other queries of Ll* 
succeed because they carry on unaffected into _L2*, and succeed in _L2* by the 
induction hypothesis. This completes the induction and the proof of theorem Tl. 0 

Theorem T2. Assume that the query _P?G succeeds in QN-PROLOG. Then for some 
8 the universal closure on VARl of all clauses of _Pt9 k G8. 

PROOF. If _P?G succeeds, there exists a trace for a successful computation of [_P?G]. 
By theorem Tl, we have that for some 8, the goal G8 succeeds in propositional 
N-PROLOG from the set: 

P* = { ,4f3_OlA a clause in _P, _D any substitution for all the variables from 

VARl }. 

By the soundness theorem for propositional N-PROLOG we have _P* k GB. Since 
all the elements of _P* are substitution instances of the VARl universal closure of 

the clauses of _pe, we get theorem T2. q 

Theorem T3. If _P?G succeeds in QN-PROLOG, then (3xi)[(Vuj) r\f’ -+ G], where 
(3xi) is the existential quantification on all VAR2 variables and (V’uj) is the 
universal quantification on all VARl variables and r\_P is the conjunction of all 
clauses in _P. 

PROOF. Follows from theorem T2. The soundness of QN-PROLOG computation 
can be proved directly by induction on the application of the computation rules of 
Definition D3. q 

Definition 07. Classical predicate logic with quantifiers and without negation is 
denoted by QC and has the following additional axioms for quantifiers V and 3, 
in addition to axioms (nl), . . . , (n5) of Section 3 definition D7. 

(ng) A(Y) + 3x A(x) 

The quantifier rules: 

(n9) 
A -+ B(x) B(x) +A 

A -Vx B(x) 3xB(x)+A 

where x is not free in A 
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We have the following soundness theorem: 

Theorem T5. Let _L be any list of queries of the form [_Pl?Gl, . . , fn?Gn]. Define 
_C(_L), the wff of logic associated with _L as: 

(1) _C(Qr)=truth 

(2) _C( _L) = (3VAR2) [ A ((VVARl A Pi) -+ Gi)] 

where (3VAR2)A denotes the existential closure of all VAR2 variables in A and 
(VVARl)A denotes the VARl universal closure of A. Then (3) below holds: 

If _L reduces to 1_-’ using a computation rule from definition D3, then 

(3) l- _c(_L’) --) C(L). 

PROOF. By checking each computation rule. 

5. N-PROLOG WITH QUANTIFIERS: RESTRICTED VERSION 

This section considers a restricted version of QN-PROLOG. In this version, vari- 
ables from VARl and VAR2 never appear together in the same clause. Thus, for any 
clause A, either all the variables in A are from VARl or all of its variables are from 
VAR2. We consider this version not because it has any logical importance but 

because it is relatively simple and can be easily be implemented in ordinary 
PROLOG. Since VARl appear always in separate clauses, we can dispense with the 
notion of two kinds of variables and talk about two kinds of clauses instead. This we 
do below. 

Consider a language with name constants a, b, e,. . . variables x, y, z, 1 - place 
predicates P(x), 2 - place R(x, y), . . . and the connectives A, and -+ . Note that 
we have only one type of variable here. 

De$nition Dl 

1. An atomic wff is any expression of the form P(t), R( t, s) . . . where t, s are 
either variables or names. 

2. A QNO-clause is defined by induction. 
3. Any wff of the form B where B is atomic, is a QNO-clause. 
4. If Ai are QNO-clauses and B are atomic wffs then A Ai -+ B is a QNO-clause. 
5. A QNO-goal is any conjunction of QNO-clauses. 
6. A database (_P, _P’) is any pair of sets of QNO-clauses. 
Any clause in _P of a database (_P, _P’) is read universally as if the variables in the 

clause are from VARl and any clause in _P’ and goal is read “existentially”, as 
if the variables in the clause are from VAR2. 

Example El. For a database (P, 0), we have (1) The data: 

(P(x) --, Q(x)> +R(a) 
is read 

vx[(P(x) + Q(x)) -(a)] 
(2) The goal: 

(P(x) + Q(x)) + R(a) 
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is read (since _P’ = 0 for this database): 

gx[(P(x) + Q(x)> -+ R(a)] 

This is similar to ordinary PROLOG. 

Example E2. We give an example to show how the computation works. 
Take the following database (l)-(3) for _P (all predicates are atomic), and let 

_p’= 0. 

(1) B(b)A Cl(a)- C2(a) 
(2) Dl( b) -+ 02(b) 

(3) (Cl(a) --) C2(a)) A (Wx) -+ D2(x)) ---* Q(x) 

The goal is 

(4) k4W +42(d) -+ Qb>1 f-b)-*Q(.d 
It is convenient to write the goal as Gl + G2, where Gl is the antecedent of (4) and 
G2 is the consequent (e.g., G2 = Q(y)). 

We are asking the query (2, 0)?(Gl -+ G2). 
Let us follow the intuitive steps of the computation of the goal of example E2 

(i.e., the computation of clause (4)). 
We start with the database _P containing clauses (1) (2) (3), and _P’ = 0. The 

goal (4) is an implication of the form Gl + G2 with variable y, and hence, according 
to our understanding of the + , we must find a 8 such that the goal G28 succeeds 
from the database = (_P, {GM}). The practical problem now is how to perform the 
computation on a machine. If we add Gl to the machine database, i.e., form 
_Pl = _P + Gl, and simulate the system using an existing PROLOG, we get that the 
variable y in Cl will probably be renamed, say y’, and be interpreted universally 
and so the net effect will be the database: 

and the Goal G2( y) 

and the link between y and y’ (namely the fact that y = y’) will be lost! 
We have two options available to us, if we want to carry on with the computation 

correctly. These are options 1 and 2 below. Option 1 follows the line of thought of 
the previous section. It agrees logically with definition D4 of the previous section. 
For the particular case of the database of the form (_P,_P’) where the clauses in _P 
correspond to VARl clauses and accept @ type substitutions and the clauses in _P’ 
correspond to VAR2 clauses and accept 13 type substitutions. Option 2 is suggestive 
of a metalevel implementation of the logic programming computation of the 
previous section. 

Option 1. Add Gl(y) to the database, not as a clause, but as a separately given 
list, which aids the computation. This way, the variable y in Gl will not be renamed, 
and whenever y in G2 is unified with any term t, the substitution will be performed 
for y both in Gl and in G2 automatically. We have to write a little program for the 
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notion of run (G2, Gl), which reads: 

First try to unify the goal G2 with some head of a clause from the list Gl 
and if you cannot unify with anything then try the goal G2 from the 
database (programme) _P. 

Option 1 can be written in PROLOG. The order of _P and Gl is not logically 
significant. What is significant is that the database _P are the universal quantified 
clauses (i.e., the clauses containing VARl variables) and the separately given list (in 
this case containing Gl) is the _P’ part of the database (_P, _P’), with variables from 
VAR2. This restricted version of QN-PROLOG allows for this list representation 
because we have two different types of clauses. We chose to unify with the list first 
because in the implementation we can use this fact to gain control of programs using 
logic (see Section 6). We can assume that the list is like a stack and all additions are 
made to the top of the list. 

Option 2. We change the way unification works and the way the clauses are 
handled by the machine. We allow the clauses in the program to be stored with 
names for the variable they contain. Thus when we add Gl to the program F’, it will 
be added with a new variable y’ and the fact that y’ appears only in Gl will be 
recognized by the machine. We add the restriction that in the goal G2(y), the 
variable y is linked with y’ and, so whenever the machine substitutes any term t for 
y, the unifier will immediately find y’ and make the same substitution for y’. This is 
assuming a true metalevel system. 

The computation according to option I: According to the computation rule for 
implication we have to ask _P + Gl?G2. The variables in _P are universally quantified 
and those of Gl are not. Thus to distinguish between the two we write the database 
formally as (_P, [Gl]) and ask for ?G2, allowing the search to look at Gl as well as _P. 
This device will allow us to remember that the ys in Gl and in G2 are the same, and 
the same simultaneous substitution must be made for both. Begin the computation 
by looking at G2 and searching nondeterministically for a clause H = E + F in the 
database _P or in Gl and for a substitution 8 such that the head of HI3 namely F8 is 
the same as the head G28. In our case we have two nondeterministic paths. 
Path 1: 

H= (Al(y) -+A%4 --) Q(Y) 

E=AlbbA2(y),F=Q(y) 

0 = identity substitution 

Path 2: H* is clause (3) of the database, namely 

E*=(Cl(a)-+C2(a))~(Dl(x)-+D2(x)) 

F* = Q(x) 

8* substitutes x instead of y 

We try now to succeed in the goal (_P, [Gle])?G2e. Notice that we substitute 0 in Gl 
as well as in G2, no matter what path is taken we follow the rule for atoms .of 
Section 4. 
Path I: The new goal for this path is (_P, [Gle])?Fe. If this fails then path 1 failed. If 
this succeeds with a further substitution 8’ the new goal is (_P, [GUM’])?Er3f?‘, i.e., 
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Gl + Q(y). If this goal fails then path 1 failed. If it succeeds with further 
substitution 8”, then path 1 succeeds with the substitution 138’0”. Before we continue 
to path 2 we have to clear up a minor problem here because [Gl] is not a clause but 
a conjunction of clauses. We must therefore read [Gl] as the set containing all the 

conjuncts separately. 

Path 2: The new goal is (f,[GlB*])?E*. If this goal fails, then path 2 fails. 
The computation according to option 2: We begin with the database _P with clauses 
(l), (2), and (3), with the goal G = being clause (41, and with the empty set of 
equality restriction E. Following the computation rule for + , we move to the new 
goal G2 = Q(y) from the new database _Pl being clauses (l), (2), and (3) and clause 
Gl written with a new variable y’, i.e., we add the clauses 

My’) +42(y’)) + Q(y’); B(y’) 

We record the fact that y = y’ in the set _El of restrictions, i.e., we let 

_El= {y’=y}. 

The computation can proceed now in two paths. Path 1 is to unify with the first 
clause of Gl(y’) from the database through the substitution 8: y’ = y’, y = y. We 
thus get the subgoal Al(y) + A2( y) from the database _Pl. However, before we start 
our computation of the new subgoal of path 1, we look at _El. _El has the restriction 
y’ =y, which means that if we are making y to be equal to y0 then immediately we 
must make y’ to be y0 as well. In this case ye = y’ and so no change is needed. This 
path 1 will eventually fail and we will backtrack to path 2. 

Path 2 unifies Q(y) with clause (3), making the substitution 8 : y = x, i.e., y0 = x. 
The restriction _El says that we should make the same substitution for y’ as well and 
thus we immediately substitute y’ = x in the first clause of Gl, and thus obtain a 
new database ,2”. The following table shows how the database changed after we 

executed the restriction. 
This is the database we start with: 
Database Pl 

clause (1) 

clause (2) 

(~)=(C~(~)+C~(~))A(D~(X)+D~(X))~Q(X) 

GI = [(AI +A~(Y’)) + Q(Y’)] A B(y’). 

Goal G2 

Q(Y) 

Restriction El: y’ = y 
We unify with clause (3) through 6: y = x. The continuation of the computation 
without use of restriction E would have been: 

Database P2’ = PI, i.e., 

clause (1) 

clause (2) 

clause (3) 

GI(Y’) = [(AI - Am) + Q(Y’)] A B(y’). 
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Goal 

[Cl(a) + C2(a)] A [Dl(x)*D2(x)] 

If we apply the restriction, as we should, we get a different database, namely: 
Database P2” (when restriction is applied) 

clause (1) 

clause (2) 

clause (3) 

Gl(x)= [(Al(x)+A2(x))+Q(x)] AB(x). 

The goal is the same as before. 
This is not yet the database ready for further computation. To continue the 

computation we notice that the x in the goal must be the same x as in the clause 
Gl(x) of the new database _P2”, we thus are lead to write x’ instead of x in Gl(x) 
and link x’ =x in E. The following is our final database for the next step in the 
computation: 

Database P2: 

Clause (l), (2), (3) and Gl(x’) 

Goal: [Cl(a) --f C2(a)] A [Dl(x) - D2(x)] 

Restriction E2: y’ = y, x’ = .x 

The computation will go straight from _Pl to _P2. 
To continue the computation we notice that the goal Cl(a) --) C2( a) succeeds, so 

we skip the details and go to the next goal Dl(x) -+ D2(x) and do the computation 
in detail. 

To compute an implication we add Dl(x) to the database and compute D2(x). 
Again, because we link the x in D](x) to the x in D2(x), (it is the same x) we add 
Dl(x”) to the database and add the restriction x” = x. We thus continue our 
computation from the following database: 

Database P3 

clause (l), (2), (3) 

G2(x’) = (,41(x’) 42(x’)) --) Q(x’) 

Dl(x”) 

Goal: D2( x) 

Restriction E3: y’ = y, x’ = x, xl’ = x. To continue the computation we unify x 
with h in clause (2). Thus 8: x = b is the substitution. Before we try to compute the 
body of clause (2), we must obey the restriction E3 and substitute x’ = b and x” = b 

in _P3. Having done that we get the following database and goal. 
Database P4 

clauses (l), (2), (3) 

Gl(b)= [(Al(b)+A2(b))+Q(b)] r\B(b) 

Dl(b) 

Goal Dl( b) 

Restrictions E4: y’ = y, x’ = x, xl’ = x. 
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The computation succeeds with b. Thus Path 2 succeeds with y = b for the original 
goal (4). 

6. EXPRESSIVE POWER OF QN-PROLOG 

QN-PROLOG allows us to name the clauses of the database through the use of 
logical means (no machine tricks or side affects). We can direct the search for a 
successful computation through the clauses in any way we want. In particular, we 
can present the effect of the Cut of ordinary PROLOG by writing logical controls in 
the program. 

We will show how this can be done by examining a series of examples of 
computations in QN-PROLOG. We will state the logical principles involved. 

Example El. Naming of clauses in propositional N-PROLOG. Imagine a database 
_P containing clauses Al,. . . , Ak. We can now name these clauses by using a logical 
device. 

Let name 1,. . . , name k be k new atomic propositional literals to be used only 
once at this very occasion, and consider the database _P’ with the clauses: 

(al): (Al-+namel)-+namel 

(ak): (Ak-+namek)+namek 

The above can be written in N-PROLOG, because N-PROLOG allows for nested 
implications. 

Suppose we have a goal G. We want the goal G to succeed from clause Ai only. 
How do we force the search to look at Ai only? We use the name of Ai, name i, and 
ask the goal Gi, where 

Gi=(G+namei)-+namei 

Let us trace the N-PROLOG computation of the query: 

_P’?Gi 

Step I: Since the goal is an implication we add (G -+ name i) to _P’ to form _P’O 
and ask for name i 

_P’O = _P’ + (G + name i)?name i 

Step 2: name i can unify only with the following two clauses: 

(b) G + name i 

(ai) (Ai --* name i) + name i 

Unifying with (b) leads to failure, since the heads name j do not appear in G. When 
unified with clause (ai), the goal (Ai -+ name i) is asked, and since it is an 
implication, Ai is added to _P’O to form _P’i and the goal name i is asked again, i.e., 
we have 

_P’i = _P’ + (G + name i) + Ai?name i 

Step 3: Unification with clause (ai) leads to a loop. We can assume that we have a 
loop detection mechanism that allows the use of any clause of the form (Ai + name 
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i) -+ name i only once. See next example. Thus the computation continues with 

clause (b) and the goal ?G is asked. 
Step 4: The effective computation is now Ai?G, since the other clauses cannot be 

approached, as name j for any j do not appear in Ai nor in G. Let us prove logically 
that the success of Gi from _P’ implies that Ai I- G. This will give the soundness for 
our naming device for computing G from Ai only. 

By the soundness of N-PROLOG we have that the success of Gi from _P’ implies 
that _P’ t- Gi. 

Writing the database and query in full, we get: 

+ name j) + name j) I- (G + name i) -+ name i 

We substitute name i =false and name j = truth for j # i. 

Remembering that name j do not appear in any An for any n or in G, we get that: 

77 Ai k ,-,G 

and equivalently 

AikG 

It is important to note that once the goal Gi succeeds or fails, all the additions to _P 
are erased and the machine goes back to the initial database. 

Example E2. Loop detection. In the previous example we wanted to install a loop 
detection device in the clause: 

(ai): (Ai+namei)+namei 

We can do that by replacing (ai) by (ci) below: 

(ci): (Air\Loopi+namei)r\,Loopi-,namei 

Where Loop i is a new atom. 
When name i is unified with (ci) for the first time, Loop i fails, and Ai and Loop i 

are added to the database. 
If now we loop back to (ci), then Loop i succeeds, and hence 7Loop i finitely 

fails, and the clause is abandoned altogether. We don’t have to use negation for this 
purpose. A positively defined finite failure predicate FFA can be used. By the way, - 
this device can be used as a loop detection device in ordinary PROLOG. If a clause 
of the form 

Xif Yl,...,Yn 

is given in ordinary prolog, a new atom b can be used to replace the clause by 

Xif,b,Addb,Yl,..., Yn 

Of course, Add of ordinary PROLOG is not a logical declarative operator. We also 
must worry about deleting b at the correct time in ordinary PROLOG. N-PROLOG, 
having “finished” with the goal, would erase the “addition” b automatically. 

Example ES. Hierarchical control in proposition N-PROLOG. The idea of using 
Loop i allows us to embed inside clauses the information that once these clauses are 
used, then other clauses may not be used. Let us say, e.g., that once clause i is used 
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then clause j must not be used. We write 

(di) : (Ai A controlj + name i) -+ name i 

(dj) : ( Aj + name j) A ,controlj + name/ 

Control j is a new atom. When clause (di) is used, control j is added to the database 
and hence rule (dj) cannot be used any more. 

Example E4. Ordering the database in propositional N-PROLOG. We saw in 
example El that any goal can be asked to be computed from certain clauses only, by 
using the device of naming. Let us see how this device can be used to put the 
database in a certain order. Assume we have a database _P’ with k clauses, 

Al,..., Ak. We have the clauses as in example El, by taking the database _P’ with 
the clauses 

(ai): (Ai+namei)+(namei). 

Suppose the goal G A H is to be computed from _P’, but we think that if we order 
the database 

A 4) 

A m(k) 

then the computation of G will be more efficient. Furthermore, the goal H will have 
a more efficient computation if the data is ordered as 

A 41) 

A n(k). 

We would like to use logic to control the order of search in the computation of G 
and of H. Of course from the logical point of view, the ordering makes no difference, 
since our N-PROLOG relies on nothing but logic. Even the effect of the cut can be 
done in logic, as we shall see later. Our purpose in this example is to show the 
expressive power of N-PROLOG. We also want to show that given an implementa- 
tion on a particular machine, where a sequential ordering may make a difference for 
efficiency, we may use the device of this example to reorder the database. 

So let us assume that we have a particular implementation that adds new clauses 
to the database on the top of the stack of clauses. Also assume that the pointer for 
unification scans the clauses top to bottom. These assumptions are of no importance. 
What is important is that the machine’s characteristic procedures are fixed and 
known and so our logical reordering of the data can be done accordingly. For 
different machines we write different logical formulas to do the reordering. 

Thus for example, if the database and query are: 

data wev 

; (b + c) A (a + c) + c 
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The new data and query will be: 

data suer): 

b-c c 
a-+c 

; 

The data (a + c), (b + c) are added one by one, on top of the stack, reading the 
conjuncts right to left. Thus we know that we scan the new database top to bottom, 

unifying with (b + c) first. Thus (a + c) and a will not participate in this successful 

computation. 
Let us now return to the example, where we want to compute the query G A H 

from _P. We replace _P by _P’ as we did already. We now replace G and H by other 
goals that will determine the ordering in which the search for a successful computa- 
tion for G and for H. Since we have agreed on the ordering properties of the 
implementation we replace the goal G by G{ m(1). . . m(k)}, defined as: 

(...(G-namem(l))-+namem(l))-+ ... -namem(k))-+namem(k)) 

and similarly replace H by H{ n (1). . . n(k)}. 
We now follow the computation of the new goal, 

G{m(l)...m(k)}AH{n(l) ,..., n(k)}. 

The computation of the conjunction succeeds if the computation of G ( m(1). . . m(k)} 
succeeds and then the implementation continues to search for a successful computa- 

tion of H{ n(1). . . n(k)}. 
To make life simple, let us assume that k = 3. Thus the database is: 

(al): (Al-tnamel)-name1 

(a2) : (A2 + name 2) + name 2 

(a3): (A3 + name 3) -+ name 3 

The goal is 

((((((G + name m(1)) -+ name m(1)) -+ name m(2)) --* name m(2)) + name 
m(3)) -+ name m(3)) A (a similar expression for H). 

The computation will try the first goal (G-goal) and if successful will clear the stacks 
(i.e., back to the original database) and try the second goal. It is therefore sufficient 
for us to trace the computation of the G-goal. 

Step 1: The database becomes: 

Am (3) 

((((G+namem(l)) -+ name m(1)) + name m(2)) -j name m(2)) -+ name m(3) 

(4 

ta2) 

(a3) 

and the goal is name m(3) 
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Step 2: The database becomes 

Am (2) 

((G+namem(l))+numem(l))+numem(2) 

-4m(3) 

((((G + nume m(1)) + name m (1)) + name m (2)) + m (2)) + name m (3) 

(al) 

(a2) 

(a3) 

and the goal is name m(2) 
Step 3: The database becomes: 

Am 0) 

G + name m(1) 

Am (2) 

((G + nume m(1) + name m(1)) + name m(2) 

Am (3) 

((((G -+ name m(1)) -+ name m(1)) + name m(2)) -+ name m(2)) + name m(3) 

(al) 

(a2) 

(a3) 

and the goal is name m(1) 
Step 4: The database remains the same and the goal is G. 
Step 5: G is computed by scanning the database from top down. The only clauses 

accessible to G (i.e., which can unify with anything in G) are 

Am(l) 

Am (2) 

Am (3) 

in this order. 
Once the goal succeeds, the next goal (H - goal) is computed from the database. 

(al) 

(a2) 

(a3) 

all the additions are deleted automatically by the machine, since the H - goal is 
written H{ n(1) n(2) n(3)}, H will be computed from the data. 

An (I) 

An (2) 

An (3) 

In this order. 
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Example ES. We can program more efficiently still, if we store the data { Ai} not 
only with names as: 

(al): (Al+namel)-+namel 

(ak): (Ak+namek)+namek 

but also store the Ai themselves. This allows us to say: compute the goal G starting 
with clause Aj first and then the other clauses in their natural machine order. 
In this case we write: 

Data Goal 

(al) (G -+ name j) + name j 

(ak) 

Al 

Ak. 

The computation will add Aj to the top of the stack and ask for the goal G. We thus 

have: 

Data Goal 

Aj G 

(al> 

(ai) 
Al 

kk 

which starts the search with Aj. Note that since Aj is written twice, we may get some 
answers more than once to correct this. See example E3. Had we not put in all the 
Al . . . Ak in the database, we would have had G computed from Aj alone. 

Example E6. CIauses with quant$ers. So far we used naming of clauses for 
propositional N-PROLOG only. It is time to check what happens with QN-clauses 
with variables. Consider an atomic head Q(u, x). u is variable from VARl. The 
reading of Q(u, X) is v’uQ(u, x). If we name the clause, we have to put 

(Q(u,x)~name)+name 

in the database. The logical reading of this clause is: 

Vu{(Q(u,x)-+name)+name) 

Is it the same as naming the original clauses, i.e., the same as 

(VuQ( U, x) + name) + name? 

Since name is a propositional constant, the above is equivalent to 

{3u(Q(u,x)-+name)+name} 
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and pushing the quantifier further in, we get 

( {VUQ( U, x)} -+ name) + name 

We thus see that the naming device actually names the clause correctly, preserving 
logical meaning. We face another problem though. When a clause is called by its 
name, it is done by having name as a goal. It unifies with the clause. 

(Q( U, x) + name) + name 

and Q( U, x) + name becomes the goal. Technically u E VARl is not allowed in 
goals and the computation requires a substitution _O( u) = z from VAR2. We can 
assume z is a completely new variable from VAR2. Thus the clause Q( z, X) is added 
to the database and not Q(u, x), as we wanted. 

If a goal G succeeds from Q(z, x) the logical meaning is 

3x3z(Q(z, x) -+ G). 

If G succeeds from the original Q(u, x), then the logical meaning is 

3x(VuQ(u,x) * G). 

The two computations have the same logical meaning, if z is a new variable not in G. 
In this case we can push z inside the parenthesis and set 

3x(VzQ(z, x) + G). 

The assumption that when unifying with 

(A +name)+name 

completely new variables from VAR2 are substituted for VARl variables in A, is 
very reasonable and probably can be done automatically in any implementation. 

We can thus conclude from our discussion that everything we have done in the 
previous examples for propositional N-PROLOG is just as valid for quantified 
QN-PROLOG. 

Example E7. Guards. In previous examples, clauses of the form A were given a 
name n, and the clause A was replaced by the clause: 

(A+n)-+n 

To gain access to A, a goal G had to mention the name n explicitly. For example, we 
had to ask: 

(G-+n)-+n 

If we want to group several clauses, Ai, i = 1. . . m together, under one name n, then 
we can write 

(Ai+n)*n. 

The query (G + n) + n will have access only to Ai, 

i=l ,...m 

We can thus ask (G + n) + n when we want to have G computed from Ai only. 
Imagine now rules that are valid only in certain periods of time. Say, A is valid at 
the period (1970-1980), and B is valid at the period (19751985). We want to ask 
whether the goal succeeds from the rules that are valid on 1.1. 1976, (i.e., can G 
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succeed on 1.1.76). We must somehow tag the rules of the database and tag G in 
such a way that G can approach exactly the rules valid at the time 1.1. 1976. We do 
this as follows: 

Let (Tl) be the conjunction 1970 I t and t I 1980. 

(T2) be the conjunction 1975 I t and t i 1985. 

Tl(r) and T2(t) are two predicates with the variable t. Let T(r) be a new “tagging” 
atomic predicate. We put in the database the following clauses: 

(a) (A + T(t)) A Tl(t) --j T(t) 

(b) (B+T(t)/\T2(t)+T(t). 

We ask the goal: 

G’= (G+ T(1.1.76)) + T(1.1.76). 

We claim that only rules valid on 1.1.76 will be accessible to the computation of the 
goal G’. 

Step 1: G’ is asked, and hence G -j T(1.1.76) is added to the database and 
T(1.1.76) is asked. 

Step 2: T(1.1.76) unifies with clause (a), making t in clause (a) be 1.1.76. The first 
subgoal is Tl(1.1.76) we assume right to left reading, and so it is checked. If it fails, 
clause (a) is abandoned. If it succeeds, (as it does in our case, since A is a valid rule 
in 1976) then A is added to the database and T(1.1.76) is asked. 

Step 3: Similar to step 2 for clause (b). In this case, clause B is added to the 
database and T(1.1.76) is asked. 

Step 4: G is asked because T(1.1.76) is matched with G + T(1.1.76). 
Now G can be computed from A and B as intended. It should be observed that 

this method allows “tagging” of any sort, not necessarily with respect to time. Let 
Ci, i= 1 1..., m be any clauses, and assume that Ci contains the variables xl,. . . , xk. 

We want to allow the computation access to Ci only if the elements xi,. . . , xk satisfy 
some “entry condition” or “guard” of the form Ti(xi, . . . , xk). To accomplish this 
effect, we write in the database the clauses: 

(Ci- T(xl,..., xk)) A Ti(xl,..., xk) + T(xl,..., xk) 

If we ask the goal: 

(G + T(yl,..., yk)) + T(yI,,..., yk) 

then the rule Ci can be used by the computation only for those yl,. . . , yk which 
satisfy Ti. 

Example E8. Suspend and Restore. We want to say in propositional N-PROLOG 
that B follows from A. We can simply write (A + B). Taken as a goal, the machine 
will add A and ask ?B. Thus if (A --$ B) succeeds, then B follows from A and if it 
does not succeed, then B does not follow from A. The problem arises when we want 
to check in the middle of a computation whether B follows from A. 

Suppose we want to check whether B follows from A and our database happens 
to contain B as data. Our task is to see whether A alone as data can yield B. If we 
write (A + B) as a goal, the goal succeeds because the computer will add A to the 
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7. 

database (which contains B already) and ask ?B. ?B succeeds, not because B follows 
from A, but because B happens to be already in the database. 

We thus must be able to Suspend the data in the database, carry out the 
computation of the goal A --, B, and then Restore the data back. The correct 
expression for checking whether B follows from A is then: 

Suspend and (A + B) and Restore. 

The operations Suspend and Restore have the meaning above. 
The reader may get the impression that Suspend and Restore are purely combina- 

torial machine instructions and have no logical meaning, and have a similar standing 
as the Cut of ordinary PROLOG. This is certainly true when each such instruction is 
used in isolation. But when used properly, e.g., only in the context of 

Suspend Goal Restore 

the pair CIA = (Suspend A Restore) has the logical meaning of a modal (0) operator 
of provability in modal logic (see [S]). 

Example E9. NDemo. We can now define the NDemo predicate. Given a 
database _P and a query A we define: 

NDemo (_P, A) as 

Suspend and ( A_P + A) and Restore. 

where /\_P is the conjunction of all clauses in _P. 
We have to be careful here because _P may contain universal variables (from 

VARl) and we cannot allow these in goals. We therefore replace all universal 
variables by special new existential variables from VAR2. To make the notation 
simple, we associate with each variable u E VARl a special variable . u. from VAR2. 
We can arrange matters in such a way that .u. is used only in NDemo contexts. We 
have to check that the logic of what we are doing is sound. 

If A(x) succeeds from _P( u, x) this means logically that: 

14x[Vu_P(u,x)+A(x)] 

when we replace u by an existential .u. and write 

Suspendand (f(.u.,x)+A(x)) andRestore 

Success means in this case 

t ~x~.u.@(.u.,x) + A(x)). 

Since .u. is a new variable, we can push it in, and get 

t- Yx(V.u._P(.u., x) + A(x)) 

which is the same as before. 

IMPLEMENTATION IN PROLOG OF QN-PROLOG 
RESTRICTED VERSION 

QN-PROLOG restricted version of Section 5 can be implemented in PROLOG. The 
following is an indirect implementation of QN-PROLOG in microPROLOG [5]. 

Let C be a clause of QN-PROLOG. It has the form C = A Ak + B, where B is 
atomic and Ak are either atomic or are clauses. Let us write the clause as 
C = A Ai A A (Ej + Fj) + B, where we write explicitly the nonatomic clauses in the 

body. 
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De@nition DI. Define C*, the list associated with C as follows: (we use the notation 

of [S]. 

(1) B* = (B) for B atomic 

(2) ( AAi + B)* = ((B)(Al)...(An))forAi, Batomic. 

(3) (A&A r\(Eil A ... r\Eik(i)-+Fi)-+B)* 

=((B)(A1)...(Am)(ZMZ’(F1*(E11*...Elk(l)*))) 
. . . (ZMP(Fn*( Eln* . . . Enk( n)*))). 

For an QN-PROLOG program _P, we put _P* = { C*iC E Z’} as the representa- 
tion of the program in Micro-PROLOG. Following a suggestion of [2], we define 
the predicate Run1 (G, L) where G is a goal and L is a list of clauses as follows: 

DeJnition D2 

(0) Run1 (G, L) if SYSG and (?G) 
(1) Run1 (G, &) if CL(G, Tail) and Run (Tail, _L) 
(2) Run1 (G, _L) if (G, Tail) Belong to _L and Run (Tail, _L) 
(3) Run1 ((ZmpXY), L) if Append (Y, _L, L’) and Run 1 (X, A’) 
(4) Run (((A),Tail)), &) if Run1 (A, L) and Run (Tail, L) 

(5) Run (0, L) 

In the above definition, Run1 does the unification with clauses. Run computes 
conjunctions. We need to make the distinction of Run1 and Run, since in micro- 
PROLOG both clauses and conjunctions are represented as lists. SYSG tests if G is 
built in. ?G means try G as a goal. CL( G, Tail) gets a database clause with head G 
and body Tail. We have to add rules defining Belong and Append. 
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